SIMON SAYS

SIT DOWN
TURN AROUND IN A CIRCLE
JUMP UP AND DOWN
HOP ON YOUR RIGHT FOOT
HOP ON YOUR LEFT FOOT
CLAP YOUR HANDS
TOUCH YOUR KNEES
WIGGLE YOUR FINGERS
PUT ONE ARM IN THE AIR
FLAP YOUR ARMS LIKE A BIRD
SLITHER ON THE GROUND LIKE A SNAKE
QUACK LIKE A DUCK
RUN IN PLACE
STAND ON ONE FOOT
PUT YOUR HANDS ON YOUR HIPS
PRETEND YOU ARE A DOG
MOO LIKE A COW
WINK YOUR RIGHT EYE
PUCKER YOUR LIPS
SING AS LOUD AS YOU CAN
PAT YOUR BELLY
PUT BOTH HANDS ON YOUR HEAD
WAVE HELLO
RAISE BOTH HANDS IN THE AIR
SHAKE YOUR RIGHT ARM
SHAKE YOUR LEFT ARM
PRETEND LIKE YOU ARE SLEEPING
ROLL ON THE FLOOR
DO A SOMERSAULT
SKIP AROUND THE ROOM
GALLOP LIKE A HORSE
MEOW LIKE A CAT
HOP TO THE RIGHT
HOP TO THE LEFT
MAKE CIRCLES WITH YOUR ARMS
TOUCH YOUR EARS
STICK OUT YOUR TONGUE
DO JUMPING JACKS
DO A SILLY DANCE
DO A CARTWHEEL
SQUEAK LIKE A MOUSE
WALK LIKE A PENGUIN
SIT DOWN AND SCOOT ACROSS THE ROOM
WALK ON YOUR TIP TOES
MAKE A SAD FACE
MAKE A HAPPY FACE
ACT LIKE YOU ARE ICE SKATING
DO A SIT UP
TALK LIKE A ROBOT
ACT LIKE YOU ARE DRIVING A CAR
DO A PUSH UP
WIGGLE YOUR TOES
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